By the Numbers

In its second year, Endow Mississippi helped strengthen charitable giving across Mississippi by incentivizing donors to contribute to endowment funds at approved community foundations.

How it Works

Donors who give from a minimum of $1,000 to a maximum of $200,000 to an endowment at a qualified Community Foundation are eligible for a 25% state tax credit savings with no itemization necessary.

Minimum Gift: $1,000
State Tax Credit: $250

Maximum Gift: $200,000
State Tax Credit: $50,000

www.endowms.org

Charitable Giving Incentives Matter for Mississippi

- Nonprofits and other charitable organizations provide critical services that contribute to a thriving state.
- Nonprofits programs improve and enhance the quality of life for Mississippians by promoting health, building vibrant arts communities, supporting people facing economic hardship, advancing education, creating jobs, and more.

Participating Community Foundations:

- Community Foundation for Mississippi
- Community Foundation of East Mississippi
- Community Foundation of Northwest Mississippi
- Community Foundation of Washington County
- CREATE Foundation
- Gulf Coast Community Foundation
- Pinebelt Foundation

GIVING AMPLIFIED

$4 million leveraged to support causes and organizations that make a difference for Mississippi residents and communities

Despite the challenges many Mississippi families and communities faced in 2020, the people of our state demonstrated our storied history of neighbors pitching in to help each other during hard times.

$500,000 TAX CREDITS AVAILABLE

$2,000,000 DONATED TO ENDOWMENT FUNDS AT

7 COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS IN MISSISSIPPI.

OF THE 119 TOTAL GIFTS, OVER HALF (62) OF THE DONATIONS RANGED FROM $1,000 TO $2,500.

The program provides an opportunity for people to participate at many giving levels.